Sunrise Health Resort
Vill- Sar (Bilochi), Delhi-Chandwaji Ajmer Express Highway,
Jaipur-303805, Rajasthan India
Mob: + 91-9828590094
E-mail: reservation@sunrisenaturopathy.com
Website: www.sunrisenaturopathy.com

Sunrise Health resort where SUN smiles on your holidays, where birds chirping give you a natural wake up call, where moon and starlit night open the door to a new unexplored fairy world. Sunrise offers you the comforts of five star hygiene in zero pollution environments thus making hallmark of the Idealistic ‘HEALTH TOURISM DESTINATION’. It provides an opportunity to rediscover yourself for total HEALTH, WELLNESS and HAPPINESS through the practice of YOGA, MEDITATION an ancient science of AYURVED and SPA THERAPIES (all under expert doctor guidance).

SUNRISE NATUROPATHY HEALTH RESORT green lipped environment is nature’s answer to relaxation and rejuvenation. About 20 miles away from the hustle and bustle of the modern life on the outskirt of the pink city of Jaipur, on Golden Triangle is approximate 3 hrs. Drive from Delhi Indra Gandhi International Airport.
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Room types: Suite, Cottage & Villa

The Resort has 56 rooms. All the rooms are equipped with the latest Gadgets and all modern Amenities, Uninterrupted view and a lavish bathroom.

Room features

- Air Conditioning
- Satellite TV
- Direct-Dial Phone
- Mini-bar
- Hot/Cold Running Water
- Hair Dryer
- Coffee & Tea Maker
- Personal Court Yard
- 24 Hours room Service
Muskan Dine

The place where MUSKAN glows on your face by diverse presentation of dishes in an artful manner. “MUSKAN” Vegetarian Restaurant caters the capacity an approx. 80-100 pax. Attracts the attention of the entire guest specifically the vegetarian food lovers and health continues people from all over the world, who cares for their health. We specially takes care of the hygiene and accordingly gives the awareness to the well groomed staff.

Padmini Dine

An air–conditioned fine dinning with the capacity of 100 pax. The restaurant is of modern dinning decor with slight Rajasthan touch, padmini offers you lavish variety of vegetarian and Non-Veg nutritious, healthy & tasty food to satiate your appetite & health.

We are passionate about the culinary arts and are always eager to offer diverse presentation styles and techniques to give customers exactly the look and feel they envision. Not only is every dish presented in an artful manner, even the Dine table is a visual treat that bears a themed design.

Ananda Dine

The food served in this dine is in Rajasthani tradition way ie: BAJOT STYLE. The traditionally dress Steward with turban on head greets you in traditional way. and serves food stuffs like bajre ki roti with DAL BAATI CHOORMA kheer, ker sangria, gutta curry, curry pakoda etc. with the spicy MIRCH TARPOLA Taste as their special preparation giving the feeling to enjoy the culture and blends the mood to give you pure satisfaction. Don’t wait to be here AAVO NI PADHARO MAHARE DESH.
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Amantran Dine

The “Amantran” Fine Dining Restaurant is the specific identity of the Resort with its Gujarati style. It has the capacity to cater an approx. 150 pax. Gives warm and cool feelings where one can have the cuisine comfortably in the Air Conditioned pleasant atmosphere, where multi cuisine food, like Indian, Chinese, Continental, Rajasthani, and Thai as well as food from all over the world are served by the professionals staff, in a professional manner.

(SHER –E-PUNJAB) Punjabi Dhaba

Sher –e- Punjab : The Restaurant is designed like dhaba style.

The entire place has been done up in the form of a dhaba and gives you that ethnic feel the moment you step inside. An ensemble of art effects like “Char Pai and Khatiya” a bed made of jute ropes tied to a wooden panel with wooden raw plank table), hut Shaped restaurant, The floor is made up of wooden sheets. Grab your attention the moment you start making your way towards the khatiya, Food served in full rustic flavor.. where you can just chill out.

GALA Dinner

Memorable Gala Dinners aren’t just about unbelievable food and wine but also an amazing atmosphere, great entertainment, stylish setting and, maybe most importantly, an outstanding venue Like Sunrise Health Resort.

Sunrise offers you to choose an exclusive location out of the four lawns to have candle light dinner in open air, star lit night accompanied by moonlight which enhances your thrilling experience. It is a Jewel in the crown of our hospitality with seating capacity of 100 to 3000 Pax. that surely adds to romantic experience with GALA Dinner, DJ Dance Floor, Rajasthani Folk Dance, Fire Dance, Bar, etc.
SHAKIRA THE FIRE is a trendy bar & well stocked bar offers a range of cocktails, mocktails, beers, wines, whiskeys, vodkas, scotch. The ala-carte food menu is a range of oriental, Indian and Continental cuisine throughout the day. It is the perfect place to cheer and rock n roll, with the sip of the blend of choice.

CLUB BOOM TOWN the ultimate music & dance destination in Jaipur can accommodate up to 300 people at one go. This dance floor is complimented by one of the best OHM series Sound System and the Best Array lighting with modern discotheque equipped and Laser Lightning, DJ Sound System with modern Snow effect and DJ Console.

We offer you a wonderful venue to host various events, banquets, cocktails, DJ and karaoke nights, salsa nights, corporate events, product launches and any other celebration.
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Recreation

Water sports as Water Park

A water park is an amusement park that features water play areas, such as water slides, splash pads, Rain water dancer, swimming, and bare footing environments. The crown of the entertainment with us at SUNRISE RESORT as the rare combination of the recreation facilities. Water park huge in size with crystal clear water, slide to enhance the level of excitement, water polo with Jacuzzi is the unique point of attraction. It is one of the water based facility attracts all age group to reach their entertainment on peak level. A long Slide with Attractive long sliding water sport, especially designed for children.

Rain Water dance

Rain water dance is one more attraction associated with water park. Covered area with proper rain effect system with loud music bounds you to dance with full energy. It is the point gives you the reason to be there once again and increase the frequency of visit automatically.

Rain Dance Floor
Open D.J. Dance Floor

Open DJ Dance floor is just adjacent to rain dance floor a ramp is designed with Disco lights and High volume Sound System in the open air. A dance Jockey Plays the music and audience can tape there footsteps the music playes. In some special occasion the DJ will play and announce what the audience want him to play. According to audience choice.

Indoor Games

Branch of entertainment based at SUNRISE is our indoor games. A separate unit of games gathers table tennis, number of video games, billiards, chess, carom to serve you the chance to feel the winning spirit.
An adventure is an exciting or unusual experience; it may also be a bold, usually risky undertaking, with an uncertain outcome. Adventures participating in extreme sports, such as Burma Bridge, Tyre wall, Wall Climbing, Balance bridge.

Outdoor games like lawn tennis court, cricket, football, badminton, golf, volleyball, basketball, Mini Golf, etc with different types of swings and rides.

Assets of SUNRISE RESORT. Establishment of all these activities in specially designed area helps for uninterrupted experience of sports. Something is for everyone is the motto for self satisfaction.

Horse Riding & Camel Cart

A new world of excitement at SUNRISE as horse ride & camel cart ride provides you to discover the richness of the resort. In house round make you update with the treasure of entertainments available with us.

Scary House

Dream World “Sapno ri Dhani” introduces one of the scariest houses at Jaipur. Sunrise Dream World have well elaborated horror house, where you can find your all nightmares Scariest Monsters, Deadliest Ghosts, Screaming Witches, Walking Zombies, Mummies, Ugliest Creatures, flying Souls will definitely scare you to the most. The Decor, Lightning & Sound Effects makes it absolute real. We guarantee you’ll never be able to forget your experience in the Scary House at Sunrise Dream World. It’ll leave an impact which you never had before.
Mirror Maze

Experience amazement as you navigate your way through this fun-filled, life-size maze of mirrors and glass. This unique attraction is a journey through the incredible! It is the largest mirror mazes, with endless hallways, infinite reflections, and a new twist and turn waiting around every corner. A true mind-blowing masterpiece! Bring your family and friends in today and let the FUN BEGIN!

Bungy Jumping

Bungy jumping is an extreme sport in which people jump from higher ground such as a bridge and have a rope tied around them to stop them from hitting the ground. When people jump, they strap themselves with safety equipment like harness the rope is designed to stretch, not break.
Surrender yourself to the beauty and healing cultures of Sunrise Health Resort, located in the eco-zone of Jaipur on the foothills of ancient Aravalli ranges. Sunrise Health Resort & Spa is an oasis of healing. Our 10-acre lush green area that looks like an enchanted forest offers a perfect environment to relax, rejuvenate and find your inner peace.

**Spa Facilities**
- Jacuzzi
- Steam
- Chilled bath
- Sauna Bath
- Bubble Bath
- Panchkarma
- Sirodhara
- Aroma Therapy
- Hydrotherapy
- Ayurvedic Herbal Massage
- Physiotherapy
- Acupressure Walk
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Victory Banquet Hall

Victory banquet hall: pillar less air-cooled 5100 sq ft. height 17 ft, theater style.

It can accommodate 500 person easily, the banquet is suitable for corporate events, corporate launch, marriage and events, we offer attractive packages for corporate and marriage event function. Our package is one of the most competitive and high on quality in Jaipur.

Success Banquet Hall

Success banquet hall: 45*30’ it, 1350 sq ft.

It can accommodate 80 people inside; success banquet can be used for conference product launch evening get together. The banquet is popular with academic/medical conference, occasion, sport association, mehandi rasam, cocktail parties, small receptions and many more.

Maharani Banquet Hall

Maharani banquet hall 1800 sq ft.

It can accommodate 100 people easily, the banquet is suitable for corporate events, corporate launch, marriage and event, we offer attractive packages for corporate and marriage event function. Our package is one of the most competitive and high on quality in Jaipur.

Tulip Banquet Hall

Tulip banquet hall 2200 sq ft.

Tulip banquet hall is the smallest banquet hall adjacent to roots the night club. This banquet hall is usually used for smaller gathering. Our package is one of the most competitive and high on quality in Jaipur.
Apsara Hall

Apsara conference hall is:

Apsara hall is the smallest banquet hall adjacent to roots the night club. This banquet hall is usually used for smaller gathering but when combined with roots the night spot, both the space can hold 60 people in all.

Saba Conference

Saba Conference is 1500 sq ft.

It can accommodate 100 people easily, the banquet is suitable for corporate events, corporate launch, marriage and event, we offer attractive packages for corporate and marriage event function. Our package is one of the most competitive and high on quality in Jaipur.
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Sunrise Dream world (Sapno ri Dhani)

Sunrise dream world or sapno ri Dhani situated in an area of 8 begha with lush greenery, zero pollution surrounded by 3 side aravali hills, consists of variety of attraction full filling demands of all-in bound tourists, corporate world, domestic tourists, M.I.C.E. whole family and full of fun for kids.

It represent the culture of Rajasthan, Punjab and Gujarat in every existing form like their unique dances, specialised food and their art of living. It is just like an original live village mirror reflex. With an adding star of all luxurious and amusement facilities like video games, camel cart, horse riding and an open air stadium for all kind of parties and meeting.
New Feather to the wings of Sunrise Naturopathy Health Resort is been added viz. "SUNRISE DREAM WORLD" adjoining to the Resort; spread over 10 Acres in an eco friendly environment and ethnic atmosphere. With a new concept blended with ethnic natural beauty, splendor of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Punjab - the traditionally rich States of Northern part of India. The Flora and Fauna of the three States has been ornamented in such a Unique manner, that people from all part of India as well as from all over the World are being attracted to witness and to enjoy the essence and ethnic flavor of Rajputi, Punjabi and Gujarati soil at one place under a beautifully ornamented place like "Sunrise Dream World"
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Air

Jaipur airport is a 45 minutes drive from the Resort. Jaipur is well connected to New Delhi and Mumbai with daily flights operated by Jet Airways and Indian Airlines. The flying time from Jaipur to Delhi is thirty minutes and from Mumbai to Jaipur is one hour and thirty minutes. Jaipur is also well connected by air to Udaipur with a flying time of one hour. Jaipur is well connected to all major Indian cities now.

Road

The drive from Delhi to Jaipur takes approximately four hours. The drive from Jaipur to Agra takes approximately five hours. The drive from Jaipur to Udaipur takes eight hours.

Rail

Sunrise Health Resort is approximately 34 kilometers from Jaipur railway station. The travel time by train from New Delhi to Jaipur is approximately five hours and thirty minutes by Puja Express.
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**Resort Address:** Vill – Sar (Bilochi) pin code: 303805, Delhi-Chandwaji-Ajmer Express Highway, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India.

**TEL:** 01423-514101 / 514102,

**Email:** reservation@sunrisenaturopathy.com

**Corporate Office:** Vidhyadhar nagar, Sec -2, 2/238, Jaipur- 302023

**TEL:** 0141- 5134696

**Email:** info@sunrisenaturopathy.com